December 31, 2013

Watch Marian Walsh, Bridgepoint President & CEO discuss 'The Dollars and Cents of Health Care' live on BNN

To top off a historic year for Bridgepoint Active Healthcare, Marian Walsh took part in an in-depth BNN interview on December 23.

Marian chatted about the new frontier of medicine, and how Bridgepoint is transforming healthcare to accommodate increasing costs, an aging demographic and the great need for quality care.

Watch the BNN interview online here.

Help us spread the news!
We share our news on social media too. Join the conversation and help us spread the word about Bridgepoint:
Bridgepoint architecture tops
Toronto's best of 2013

A quiet year for Toronto architecture, but good times ahead
- December 27, Toronto Star

Architects use patient-centred design to take fear, frustration out of trip to the hospital
- December 27, National Post

"The most compelling project of the year was Bridgepoint Active Healthcare, which represents nothing less than a reinvention of the hospital. If it fulfills its promises - and early indications are that it will - it will revolutionize health care in Ontario and very likely beyond."

Christopher Hume, Toronto Star

Live Better:
The Campaign for Bridgepoint

"Join me in helping Bridgepoint transform healthcare."
- Harry Rosen

Visit the Bridgepoint Foundation online to see how you can get involved in the Live Better Campaign for Bridgepoint:
www.bridgepointhealth.ca/campaign
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